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Chatter Patterns: A Last Resort
BY W. E. STOFFEL

Unclassified

A possib!f melhod of identifyiW} radio operaJ.ors by their reae1ion to
standard situation.s occurring in chatter, for use when conventional
techniques jaIL

BACJ(C'ROUNO

The success or failure of most traffic analysis problems depends
primarily Upon the analyst's ability to achieve continuity.' Simply
defined, continuity involves bridging a communications change by
equating a given element appearing before the change with a different
element appearing after it. The term continuity refers to the dis
covered relationship between the given element and its replacement,
wilh.out reference to the underlying meaning. For example, we may by
various methods discover that callsign ABC during November was
replaced by DEF during December, apd thus achieve continuity from
ABC (Novemrn,r) to DE:F (December). Note that the time factor is
intimately involved in the relationship. since DEF replaced ABC. If,
fat example, ABC in November was found to be the same transmitter as
GHI in November, the relationship between ABC and GHI is more
accurately termed an equation OT co-location and is not a continuity in
its pure sense. Continuity can eXist between ABC and DEF'without any
knowledge of the location, identity or function of ABC or DEI'. The
importance of the distinction between continuity and other fonns of
equation lies in the fact that once any knowledge is gained about ABC,
it automatically applies to DEI' (and vice versa). If we discover that

'A number 01 countrl .. tadIY go to surprising lengths to supp...... in their COm

munlcattone systems distinetlve cll'araeteri.stic:s which might gerve to disclose thelr
identity. AlnOIl( the more common methods 01 suppressing characteristic; is thlt
of lrequently changing eertain communication eleuieues, roeh as callsicnsl freQuen·
cies, schedules, procedure. routing and address symbols. Since it isoltan neeessary
lor the traffic analYllt to study several months 01 I11.Iterial On• given net before con
crete intelli~ence re9ults can be developed, and since eemmunications eletnents may
change as often as twice each day. he must, somehow. lind it way to DuUify the e1fe~t

of these Irequenr chang es in order to pull hornogeneous material tDgother lor study.
He may note certain ehsraeteristics which do not change frequently (IA. lor instance
that. a given station sends a distinctive eerviC'e m~ each day at 1100), ",bicll
can .serve as identHying features. When be is F.u<'..~[ut in nullir,)1ng a roltlmunica-
tions chanl:e. the traffic analyst refers to the result as Cllnt'''uil~.
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ABC served the Chief of Staff, 12th Division. Greenville, for his contacts
with subordinate regiments on the Division administrative/logistic net,
this information applies to DEF, in toto. On the other hand, about GHI
we can only say (with any certainty) that it is located at Greenville.
(Depending upon the type of equation made between ABC and GHI, we
may further be able to say that CHI also serves 12th Division, or that
it also serves an administrative/logistic function).

A direct cryptanalytic analogy to continuity can be recognized by
considering a simple substitution system involving a matrix with
changing coordinates. For example, the following matrix has been
recovered for 1 April:

4 2 1 8
21--'\0- R L
9' P 8 0 C
3' " £ T
1 K N

On 2 April, assumption of the" probable word "ATTACK" yields:

47 23 23 47 § 92
4 T T 4 C K

7 5 - 3

4 A D R L
6 P B 0 C
2 M E T
5 K N

It can then be stated, if the assumed word "ATTACK" provescorrect,
that row coordinate .( on 2 April is cOfIlinuitr/ of row coordinate 2 on
1 April. It can also be shown that cipher value 57 on 2 April is con
tinui!y of cipher value 14 on 1 April. In this second case, we have
achieved oontino.lty without knowing what the actual plain value is.
Finally, we can say that cipher value "43 on 2 April is continuity of cipher
value 28 on 1 April. In this instance when 43. (2 April) = 28. (1 April)
is proved, and 28. (1 April) = Lp , then 43. (2 April) = L;.

The more frequently an element changes, the more important con
tinuity becomes (since it is virtually the only consistent method for

achieving enough depth on a given element so that a study oI its under
lying nature and purpose can be undertaken), and the harder it is to get.
Most of us can sympathize with the unfortunate analyst whose formerly
stable problem suddenly adopts twice-daily changing callsigns, fre
quencies, add~ and di,&!:riminantJl,.1

On problems involving Cast-changing elements, continuity Is usually
achieved by means of whatever characteristics are available that can
be trusted to be unique. Ir many are available. the easiest, fastest or
most economical methods are, of course, tried first, while the more
intricate and time-consuming methods are held in reserve for, tough
eases. It often happens that certain nets develop a stubborn streak
which 'defies description (in mixed company) and. despite application
oC the most time-consuming routines. manage to remain intact and
featureless. a Where all else has failed, the analyst may well find" the
following proposed routine useful.

lNTBODUcrIO!'l

Most people are creatures of habit, particularly when perfonning a
routine task, and radio operators are no exception. There hM been
considerable experimentation with and study of the variable character
istica of a Morse operator's transmitting habits or "fist" in an effort to
develop a systematic process oC recording and analysis which would
permit ready recognition of the individual at the key. There is,
however, a large area of variable operator habit which has remained
virtually unexplored during recent years: habitual operator character
istics as displayed in routine chatter exchanges.

A good many traffic analysts can recall a specific instance where a
unique or rare procedure signal was ccnaistentlyused by a certain net
or station and, in the last resort, could thus be relied upon to identify
its user. There may be few, however, who can recall conducting a
comprehensive and systematic search for such characteriatice in order
to achieve continuity and Identification."

What Iollowa is an outline proposal for a routine of eyatematic search
Cor unique chatter or conversation cbaracterieticewhich can be used for

• Tratl'Ic &!lilyeta will eeeoaetee that, for the lake o[ simplie.lty, the eomplelr:ltiea
of the various claSllell of equatiolls 8.Ild their aeeomp8.llying validities haVll been
avoided in true prtlllllntatlon. Otiulr rudel"ll are wanuid tnat many a "Donnybrook"
can and doea develop betweell.tralfte aualyets on the&e very faetol'l.

I This situation tends to exist to a greater or luser dearee oil most problema, aJ
though it can be appreciated that the point is ordinarily Il:loaed over in dmeusaion
unleu the WOrth "additional per:ganDel" are injeeted into the collv6J"\lll,tion at a
suitable point.
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• For etample, the prosign "CUL" ie a "Ham" contraction of "Bee or oontBc:t you
later." .

(I have traffic for you.)
(Go ahead.)
(Yes, stand by.)
(Yes.)
(Break Sign-attention, etc.)
(Goes into preamble.)

continuity or co-location purposes. For the most part, specific details
are avoided, except for examples, since they will vary (rom problem to
problem. It will be seen that the routine is not readily usable on large
problems, and may, in fact, besuitable only on limited problems where
the area of inquiry is relatively small and all standard methods of
achieving continuity have failed. An obvious prerequisite would be a
significant volume of activity transmitted by the stations under study,
with some assurance that a fairly complete (preferably verbatim) copy
of chatter has been recorded by the intercept operator.

BASIC ASSUMPTIO!"lS

It can be empirically demonstrated that regardless of the degree of
conformity enforced by the target's COMSEC service, different
operators use different combinations of procedure signals to express the
same ideas, but that each operator tends to be COnsistentwith himself.

The writer's contention is that these habits are more widespread than
is generally supposed and that, under admittedly special circumstances,
a systematic routine will disclose a sufficient number of them to permit
continuity to be developed.

Expert chatter readers will recognize that operator chatter must be
treated as a distinct, albeit peculiar, language.' Despite the best
intentions of the signal officerwho compiles an extensive set of procedure
signals for radio operations, the "plain" side of his "code" is generally
restrictive in nature. In actual operational use, a given procedure
signal (prosign) tends to lose its rigidity and takes on a more general
concept or ideaform (particularly where it is used 50 often as to be easily
recognized without "looking it up"). Thus the prosign QTR can be
shown to have the fixed meaning ''The correct time is hours",
whereas in actual usage among experienead operators, it embodies the
general concept of time and is so used in a wide variety of contexts.'
Complamentlng the tendency of experienced operators to generalize
prosign meanings is the equally strong tendency to minimize and
abbreviate words and proeigns in order to conserve both time and

, A more precise analogy has beee 9uliested Which oomplll'ell ehatter to a code book
U9Bge wherein (a) thc vocabulary is not pre<:isely suited to the mate1'lal belng en
coded, and (b) the eode is large enoUih YO that code-clerke teed to use comhinatioilil
of common, memorized groups 10prefenlnce to rarer but more peeeise and economical
groUJllI which must be looked up each time they In needed.

"For example, the interrogative form "Q'I'R'i''' is listed as "What is the correct
time'" The prcsign QSY mt'IlllB "J shall send 0lI ---_ kIlocycles" and its inter
rogative form (QSY') is interpreted as "On what frequency should J send1" or "Sbould
I ehange frequerleyT" The compound "QTR QSY'1" may well be used to mean
''Wberl Bhould I change frequeney?"

energy. "Ham" chatter displays this Quite clearly." It is not difficult
to visualize bow a relatively isolated segment of a radio network could
gradually evolve a "I~I dialect" distinct- from that of the rest as a
result of improvisation under these pressures. Certainly a regimented
COMBEe system with a finn domination over the radio schools could
suppress some of this variation, but if we confine ourselves to studying
experienced operators, it is likely that some recognizable variance and
individuality will occur.

A SAMPU: PROBLI!:M

If distinctive operator habits do, in fact, exist, how do we go about
finding and recording them'! Evidently, if a way can be found to
catalogue the sil~Ums that confront a radio operator most frequently,
we can collect hIS T68pQ1l.SeS to any given recurring situation and by
observation determine whether his reaction is fixed hy habit or i8
variable. For example, we might select as a favorable starting point
several hours of intercept between station A and station B during which
a number oC messages were sent by each station. As a recurring
situation, we might select 1M83age transmission, and further restrict our
examination to the station responses during the period immediately
before starting each message. We might find:

Example 1

A, QTC
B' CA
A, CAS
B, C
A, BT
A, NR ......•.

Examination of the same basic situation a short time later wben station
A was again about to transmit a message showed that after receiving

, "GA", station A agGineald "0 AS" (Ye9, stand by) and alter receiving
the affirmative from the other end began his transmission with a break
sign. A third message still later in the same schedule begins with the
same exchange and it now hegins to look as if we have found a starting
point.

A quick look at the activity of station B shows that the two messages
it sent were also preceded by identical chatter exchanges:
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B: QTC AAA (I have an "AAA'" message for
you)

A: AS (Stand by)
B: c (Ye)
A: GA (Go ahead)
B: C AS (Yes. Stand by)
A: C AS (Yes. I'll stand by)
B; C (pause) BT (Yes. Break sign--attention)

(then into preamble)

Let us now examine what we have so far in the way of possible habits:

(a) Whc:n offering a "QTC," both station A (Example 1) and
stauon B (Example 2) sent "c As" after receiving "GAO, from
the other end. Each then preceded the preamble with "BT"
but station B (ExampJe 2) used the compound "C (pause) BT:-'

(b) When receiving a "QTC," station A (Example 2) responded
with "AS" before giving the "GA," while station B (Ex-ample 1)
gave "GA"immediately. When respollding to "C AS,".station
B (Ellarnple 1) gave the brief answer "C," while station A
(Example 2) used what may be a variant form-"e AS."

Later the same day, another exchange of messages is found between
stations A and B. During this later !IChedule, two messages from
station A arc preceded by:

Examp~ 8

A: QTC
B: GA
A: C (pause] VVV QTC

(goes into preamble).

and one message from station B is preceded by:

EXGmple 4
B: QTC
A: GA
B: CAS
A: C
B: C (pause) BT

(goes into preamble).

TYPICAL SlTU~TlO"S

We may find it useful to consider a typical schedule bet"WeEln t"':o
stations and examine the successive situations wbicb confront the radio
operator. Since certain of these will tend to recur 'within ~e same
schedule (e. g., opening traffic, as in the example above), While others
by their very nature, will tend tu occur only once in any .given schedule,
it is convenient to distinguish between the two typu, amee the former
is much more useful as a starting point (one is bothered less by pos
sible operator changes, and only one schedule is generally n~ed for
initial isolation of a tentative habit] while the latter com?S into use,
for the most part, after some initial foothold has b~n aehieved, For
purposes of convenience, we shall call the former pnmGTl/ and the lat
ter secondarv habits.

It is quickly seen that the behaviour or station B is. essentially un
changed, but that of station, A shows no parallel with what went
before. Our choice at this point is quite simple-c-either station A has
changed operators or the "habit" is not sufficiently strong. The re
sourceful analyst would study carefully the chatter exchange dming
the opening of this second schedule for Elny evidence of a new operator
at station A (extensive tuning, authentication, etc). If the "new
operator" hypothesis does not appear sound, other types of habi.~ must
be sought. On the other hand, if it daiS appear sound, exammation
of suspected continuities from previous or successive dates should show
waether the time of cblWge is lixed (i. e., the end of one duty tOUl" and
the beginning of another). It would appear that once tbe du~ation

and change times of opera tor shifts can be established, analysIs can
proceed at a much laster rate, since the change times will allow the
analyst to sort activity for any given date into tentatively homogene
ous groups.'

Thus far. OUT accumulated results ara far from impressive. Where
can we look for other habits? Two situations obviously related to
the one examined above would be the ~a immediately following the
massage (message closure and receipting exchanges) and any "i~.text"

servicing (receiving station interrupting to ask for repeats while the
message is still being transmitted) or "post-text" servicing (after the
message is finished but before receipt is acknowledged), but thel'll must
surely be other areas which could be equally profitable ..

, "AA~" in this i""tanoe ,.1.,., to type or prlo,ity or m''''re (e. g., "2nd priority"
or .laerVlce").

•
• Some esre must still bo axeroised in "'atchinc for _ ,..haro ~tI". operaton .,..

pu\ on to eops with "",,vy traffic volum.., or lor any other situation blIving the
sl11lt' olIect
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8. Ret'ggftition

Recognition exchanges may occur with or without a specific system
such as an authentication chart or table of challenges and responses.
They are most often seen on the -first schedule after a new operator
comes on duty, although some signal plans seem not to require their
use unless messages are to be exchanged, while others obviously specify
such use on every schedule. Many experienced operators prefer to
rely 'on aural recognition of "fist" characteristics and frequently ask
the other end to "send V's" (QSV) or adopt some other device toward
the same end.'!

5. PrtGmble and Ttzl HQndll:nf1

This category embraces a wide variety of characteristics, some of

4. Optrlirlf1 TrQjJic

The exchanges treated in some detail (see EZGmples 1-4) may be
preceded by statements from boek operators that they bave traffic to
be transmitted. In this situation, agreement must be reached on an
order of transmission and such an exchange may be a good source of
secondary habits.

'0 Except, of eouree, for the laudabkl purPDIIIiI 01 recreation.

11 In ana.\yzlrli th68ll exchanges, It ill ueetul to remember that frequently the opera
tor at the key does not have direct access to the tlanmnltter ll:B8lf and must nllay
adjlliting instructions to a remote transmitter lite by telephone.

I' Tbls IJ8lI of QSVshould not be eonfl,l,led with the more extensive use dl,l,rin&' tuning
or equipment adjl15tmentll. When the sllPding 0l!CU1'1I early in the .chedule, It iBDot
alway.OIy to dlstinpiBh bet ....een the two, but itll lI8il In. the recopitlon lllInB8 iB
uausJly unrnilltakable when, during later operations. COJlsillten~ m~cfpbeJ1l1eJIt of
procedure, ete., .roU!lil3c1~ar\y reeognizable operetce 8Il.IIPlcio!lll about an operator's
ldeotity.

I. Tuning

Immediately alter initial contact, various adjustments of tone,
power, and frequency must usually be made before reception is con
sidered good enough Cor the transaction of business. The exchanges
may range from a short, terse and businesslike operation to a long,
temperamental and often hu'morous argument. Unless they occur
frequently, these longer-winded battles are of little use to the type of
study being described," and attention should be concentrated upon
the shorter and more lucrative exchanges." The first schedule after
a frequency change usually contains much more tuning chatter than
do subsequent schedules on that same frequency.

CHATTER PATTERNS

.... DEDEF .... )
. •. K)

UNCLASSIFIED

I. Call-Up and lnililll Gom(ll:l

A surprising percentage of nets do not achtevs immediate, or nearly
immediate, contact, and extensive calling is therefore found frequently
enough to be considered a regular source of habits. The calling op
erator (sometimes both ends are allowed to call) will often develop a
fairly long and stylized calting sequence which is composed of several
distinct elements. For example, one popular sequence appears thus:

Example 5

VVVVV ABC ABC ABC ABC DE DEF DEF
VVVV ABC ABC ABC ABC DE DEF DEF
VVVVVV ABC ABC ABC ABC DE D8F DEF QTC QSA?" R K

The actual tuning character or characters are normally fixed by -the.
signal officer, but the numbsr of repetitions sent may be useful-sun
fortunately, however, few intercept operators cen be relied upon for
verbatim recording of a long and uninteresting series of v'e. The
only useful feature of the main call (in. this example) is the number of
times each calleign is sent. Empirical evidence suggests that this
feature is usually fixed by the signal officer, and when it is not so
specified it may be too variable to be useful as a habit. Likewise
the number of main calls used in a calling sequence is usually specified
by the signal officer, but where departures from specified practice are
found, they may constitute reliable habits. But by far the most use
ful element of the calling sequence is the closure. A wide variety of
pr-osigu compounds are used here, and they tend to be habitual. The
first response of the station being called is also a likely source of sec
ondary habits, as is the first station's reaction to this response. At a
minimum, signal strengths and readabilitiee are exchanged at this
time. It is common practice for some nets to use calleigne only when
making initial contact, for both brevity and security purposes, and
under such circumstances, the point at which cellsigne are consistently
abandoned is sometimes useful.

The calling operator may then pause, waiting for a response from
. ABC, and if none is forthcoming, repeat the full sequence and pause
again. For purposes of convenience we may arbitrarily label the
component elements of the calling sequence thus:

Tuning (V's)

MainCaU (A.BC
Cwsure (QTC .

9 gSA?-"Wbllt ig the strength of my signlll~?"
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which are generally recognized as useful. In order to find operator
habits, rather than station habits, one must recognize that the opera
tor is here working from a printed or written record, so that the order
of preamble elements, for example, is controlled (in most. problems),
by their. arrangement on the message form while breaks and separators
may generally be attributed to the operator himself. Here "also be-
longs the situation where the operator realizes he has mis-sent a portion
of the text, sends an error sign, and corrects the mistake. In this
category, one is most definitely at the mercy of the intercept operator
and one is likely to find him completely absorbed in copying the text
(to the exclusion of non-textual transmissions).

6. "Break-In" Sef'l,r:ing

The receiving operator, under certain signal instructions, is allowed
to "break-in" during text transmission" to ask for verification or repeats
of certain passages which he has missed or which seem doubtful. Where
this happens (and where the intercept operator provides a verbatim
record of the exchanges), primary characteristics may be found, since
a number of prosigna are usually available for use in this situation,
and requests for repeats can and do take several forms.

7. Clo~'inll' Traffic

Most signal instructions will provide for some proeign such' as BT,
BK or K to mark the end of text, but some' operators use additional
compounds for emphasis, or to remind the other end that there are
still more messages to be transmitted. As a special case, traffic sent
by broadcast methods is usually sent twice, and the procedure used to
separate the two consecutive transmissions frequently sbowa strong
habit patterns.

8. Posl-MlUllIageSenndlllJ and R~eipting

From the transmitting operator's point of view, a given message
has not been "cleared" until the other end officially receipts for it. If
the other end is DOL satisfied that his "copy" is correct, he will not
give a receipt (QSL) until he has verified the questionable passages.
Although the situation is slightly different from that described above
("Break-in Servicing"), habits found in one situation would be likely
to show up in the other. As a special case, servicing may be asked
for during a later schedule and, if it can be shown that the message
has already been "cleared" (i. e., that aQSL was given), this "late"
servicing may well result from an inability to decrypt the message."

U Suchinformation might be particularly useful to the cryptanalyst.

The servicing request in this instance may differ from "break-in" or
"post-message" servicing only to the extent that the involved message
must beclearly identified (i. e., by serial number or other unique indi
cator).

9. Bnab, Wai!.l and lnterruptwm

We are here concerned, not with pauses which appear to be a fixed
part of habits rising out of other situations (i. e., the pause before
message transmission as shown in the finlt examples above), but rather
with the non-routine or unexpected interruptions which cause tem
porary or permanent breaks in a given schedule. Among the situations
which can be expected to produce habitual responses» are intervention
of other echedules.tequipment failures, interference, operator changes,
shortage 01 transmitters and interruptions by otber stations.

On especially long waits, the transmitting operator may key certain
characters or compounds to "hold" the other end, in the general sense
of "Hang on, I'm still here" or "Keep listening, I'll only be another
minute or so." The actual signals sent during this "hold keying"
may well be unique to each operator, but again we are dependent
upon verbatim intercept copy if this characteristic is to be used.

JO. Ne:z:I-AppearanC4l Di,~8ions

Once the business of a given schedule has been transacted and the
schedule is about to be terminated, some mention is usually made of
the next appearance. Where contact times and frequencies are pre
determined by the signal instructions, this mention is not likely to
exceed a very perfunctory "Watch for me; I'll watch for you." On
the other hand, the discussions may well involve times and frequencies.
Either situation will yield useful secondary habits. As a special case,
satisfactory contact may not have been achieved and ensuing discus
sions about another time and frequency may yield significant habits
if the situation recurs.

II. Sign-Off

The actual termination of a schedule frequently involves a little
ritual which is difficult to describe to one who has never heard it.
Between operators who are used to working with each other it is

.. Obviously, tnterTuptioDs eeueed by flood, finl and other emerpnci88 cannot be
~ded to a.ppear often eoougb to be a fruitful source of habitual reapona88.
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usually fairly rapid and highly stylized. IS While this area should not
be ignored as a source of habits, a departure from the routine specified
in the signal instructions is frequently tha result of tacit agreement
between bolhoperators and must be treated accordingly.

J•• Speellil Circumslan.o:8lI

The above categories obviously do not complete the list of ettue
tiona which may be useful on any given problem. Il the net under
examination regularly changes frequencies in mid-schedule, the chatter
exchanges before and after each change merit some observation.
Another special case involves the use of a matrix or table lor prosign
encipherment, Aside from the obvious benefits such a system can
provide where local usage makes it effective for net or complex: identi
fication, the useof each cell in tbe matrix can be likened to the useof
a comparable PTOBign. Thus, habitual use of certain cells or the for
mation of various compounds is just as useful as the prosigns them
selves. This principle also applies to related systems, such as au
thentication, wherever habits can fonn as.a result of allowing the
operator a free choice in selection among a number of variables.

CONCLVSIONS

I t will be evident that the proposed approach to maintaining COD

tinuity through chatter analysis has application only in limited cases.
Because of its complexity, it may well be attempted only as a last
resort and would undoubtedly require the services of a skilled chatter
reader.

On eome problems. one or two distinctive habits may be !IUfficient,
while on others a wide variety of situations may need to be examined
before individual operators can be distinguished. It may be found
useful, when looking for habits, to keep a similar running record of
those responses which liTe tlu slime JOT all OPM'cUoT8, on the theory that
such responses have been specified by the signal instructions or form
a "local dialect." Such a list would be helpful in later examination!
of a related net or complex, since it would define situations where
habits are not likely to be found. (It might also become a useful net
identf.MGlUm tool.)

It should be emphasized that the "babita" we seek in this approach
are not tendencies to act in a given manner, but are more nearly in
Btine!ive reactions or reflexes to recurrent stimuli. Where these re-

If A typics.l exchange somethnel IIlI8d by U. B. personnel, ...heN conformity til
COMSU regulation. il not rigidly enlorced, involves the tranmnisslon BF' (dit, d~

di·dah-dlt) @d the armwer EI: (dit, dlt), wbieb approximates the rhythm of tha
famiUar ''Shave and B halreut .....

actions are found to be quite variable, it may be assumed that the
operator concerned lacks sufficient experience to have developed such
habits, or that the situation is rare enough so that he has not de
veloped a reflexive response.

The approach may be useful, not only tor.continuity development
in selected areas, but for inter-net equations after other evidence has
narrowed the area of search to reasonable proportions, and to bridge
communications changes where continuity is available both before and
after, but not across, the change.
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